TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
a tendency to asthma. A jealous person who can manage to put
up a fair show of decent and unselfish behaviour, burdening no
one with his or her unconquerable malady, is worth at least ten
times the person who has to endure nothing of this specially reserved
hell, saying gaily: "Darling, I believe you mind!"
Women who tamper with their ages can be compared with
those minor offenders who tamper with the petty cash. Yet I
suppose they too are touching, tor they cannot mind about their
age as a number of years, but only for fear of what each increasing
digit might lose for them. All the same, they exasperate me, and
I have to control myself not to be purposely heavy-footed when
I see them at their tricks; especially where I had never suspected
it; we are liable to be shocked "at the exhibition of a fault which
happens to be not one from which we suffer ourselves; I mind so
terribly about so many things, but I do not much mind about age
and years; at least I have been let off that. I shall mind only when
physically it must mean harsh prevention from bathing in sea or
river and fooling about with boats.
I am strongly tempted now to leave the general for the particular,
and call up for comment a procession—not of Swanns and Othellos
and their female counterparts abandoned to tragedy on a grand
scale—but of women where each typifies a group; letting them
trip along "doing their stuff" (or being their jtuff) in front of
an improvised back-cloth.
Begin with the following brief scene reported between an out-
going and an incoming secretary:
incoming secretary (paying little attention to the files and
stationery, breaks in on a husky note and with a slight foreign accent] >:
You, do you wear anything under your dress ?
outgoing secretary (older, neatly tweeded, with her severe little
air of professional relevance): Well, really, I—
incoming secretary: My husband likes me to wear only a
white satin slip! , . . Has she a temperament ?
outgoing secretary (understanding that this indiscretion refers to
their employer downstairs): I hardly know her well enough to judge.
incoming secretary : I have a terrible temperament. It is my
despair. I cannot at all control it,
outgoing secretary : I doubt in that case if you will make a
very great success of your profession.
incoming secretary (not even beginning to suffer from frostbite):
My husband ...
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